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Proceeding &? in Art. 108 we have (X'-X)dydz + -j- tdydz + ^
wy
where X' -X has not been equated to (dXjdx) dx because there           ?
is attracting matter on one side only of each of the two faces       s perpendicular to the axis of x.  Substituting m=pt in the cjj[uatiou, dividing by dydz and taking the limit, we find X' — X = 4?r/M.        *f
148. Ex. 1. A thin layer of heterogeneous attracting matter in placed cmA sphere of radius a. If V be the potential and m the surface density at any point A, show that the normal attractions on each side of the stratum are r/2n ± 2-rrm. Art. 87.
Ex. 2. Prove that, if matter attracting according to the law of the inverse square be so distributed over a closed surface that the resultant attraction on every external particle in the immediate neighbourhood is in the direction of the normal, the resultant attraction on every internal point is zero.
The outer boundary of the stratum is by definition a level surface. The inner boundary is therefore also a level surface. The result then follows from Art. 1L"» because there isjia attracting matter within that surface.
7*   I- •'" '            ;    "'x^ Greens Theorem.
149. Let a portion of space be enclosed by a surface which we shall call 8. Let V9 P, Q, R be any one-valued finite functions of xt y, z, and let dv = dxdydz. Let us integrate
throughout the given space $.    The first, term  becomes by an integration by parts
We have here integrated all the elements which li»* in a column parallel to the axis of a?.    Let AH be one of thrsr columns and let it intersect the surface />' at A and B in the elementary areas dcr, da'.    If (X'/zV) be the direction cosines of the outward normal at the upper limit B we have dy<h=:\'<!cr'.    In the same way if (\fjip) be the direction cosines of the outward normal at the limit -A, we have dyds== — \dcrf since X7 is positive and X m^alivc.    The quantity in the square brackets in the first term of (2) is t<> In-taken between the limits A and B and is therefore
(PV)Jt\'d<r-(PV)A(-\(l<r') ............... Ci)
where the suffix indicates the place at which the value of the quantity in brackets is to be taken.    The two terms in (X) luue

